
A $100,000 Fund Drive to  
Put REVOLUTION on the Map in 2023

JOIN THE LIVESTREAM
Sun. Jan 8  •  5 pm Eastern, 4 pm Central, 2 pm Pacific   •   YouTube.com/TheRevComs

In a Time When the Future Hangs in the Balance   
When Solutions Offered End Up with the Horrors Going On and On…
There Is Hope, and a Roadmap

Climate destruction... the threat of nuclear war... police murder of 
Black and Brown people... patriarchal violence... inhuman attacks on 
immigrants… If you care — and you do: There is the possibility of 
wrenching a positive emancipating future out of the existential 
crises, the madness of today. At a time when revolution really 
could be possible. 

We are determined to put revolution on the map in this country in 
2023 in a way it has not been for a long, long time, if ever. 

In his three interviews on The RNL—Revolution, Nothing Less!—
Show, the revolutionary leader Bob Avakian (BA), makes the case 
for why the times themselves cry out for revolution. BA breaks 
down what the revolution is all about, and why and how it is possible. 
In the interviews, people get to know this leader, and BA tells how he 
came to recognize and fill a great need—charting a course for a real 
revolution here in the most powerful country in history and developing 
a new framework for the emancipation of humanity which we call the 
new communism.

What could be more important than to donate to a movement for 
revolution which aims to bring about a whole new world without 
exploitation or oppression of any kind?

Your donation will:

Revcom.us              @TheRevcoms              YouTube.com/TheRevcoms

Why people are donating
Please join me in donating to 

get this interview out to more 
people, and popularize it in ways 
that shake up people’s prejudices 
and assumptions, stir up debate 
and discussion, and unleash 
inspiration, purpose, and hope 
among those who could become 
the force that could take this beast 
down.

As long as they keep killing our 
kids, we have to keep fighting. 
We can’t give up. We have to 
raise money because without the 
revolutionary club there is no one 
there to fight for us.
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  Promote the Bob Avakian Interviews on The RNL Show (voice of the Revcoms) opening a doorway into 

the revolution for thousands, potentially millions. Expand the audience of The RNL Show.

  Produce the website, revcom.us where you get unique analysis of major events and trends, learn about the 
revolution and how to be part of it, and find the major works of Bob Avakian.

  Support revolutionary leaders and committed young revolutionaries in Los Angeles, developing a model 
of putting revolution on the map that can be replicated and grow nationally.

DONATE 
Venmo:   @RCP‑Publications
CashApp: $RCPPublications
Paypal:   Scan QR code ...............>

or mail  
checks / money orders to:
RCP Publications 
PO Box 804956 
Chicago, IL 60680-4111


